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What is a policy brief? 
A “short document that uses graphics and text to 
summarize the key elements of one or multiple 
researches and provides a succinct explanation of a 
policy issue or problem, together with options and 
specific recommendations for addressing that issue 
or problem” (source). 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41599-021-00885-9


Utility of Policy Briefs 
Policymakers & people in media have limited time and multiple demands on 
their attention, also most likely to accept information that confirms existing 
beliefs or fits into news cycle. 

● Policy briefs do not persuade or change minds on partisan issues 

Why policy reports are useful: 

• Help set the policy agenda - select issues that may be considered 

• Define the problem - explain how a current issue is changing and what 
the stakes might be 

• Advocate for research and evidence based policy - use high quality 
information to help inform government decisions. 



Types of problems that policy briefs address

Examples of change or problems that can be addressed through a policy 
brief:

• Laws (at all levels of government) 

• Administrative policies/regulations 

• Agency funding priorities 

• Organizational practices 

• Program implementation



Who might write policy briefs? 

Interest groups & advocates 

Researchers & academics 

Nonprofits 

Organizations and associations 

Credibility matters: Being a trusted source of information is important to 
preserve an ongoing relationship with a policymaker. 



Who should policy briefs target?



What makes for a good policy brief? 

Policymakers typically spend 30-60 minutes reading about a particular issue, 
so these briefs should be: 

• Short (often 2 pages or less) 

• User friendly / Easy to understand

• Visually appealing 

Focus on providing information of interest and clear recommendations for 
action & potential consequences of action. 



Structure 
• Title: A good title quickly communicates the contents of the brief in a memorable way.

• Executive Summary: This section is often one to two paragraphs long; it includes an overview of the problem and the proposed policy action.

• Context or Scope of Problem: This section communicates the importance of the problem and aims to convince the reader of the necessity of 
policy action.

• Policy Alternatives: This section discusses the current policy approach and explains proposed options. It should be fair and accurate while 
convincing the reader why the policy action proposed in the brief is the most desirable.

• Policy Recommendations: This section contains the most detailed explanation of the concrete steps to be taken to address the policy issue.

• Appendices: If some readers might need further support in order to accept your argument but doing so in the brief itself might derail the 
conversation for other readers, you might include the extra information in an appendix.

• Consulted or Recommended Sources: These should be reliable sources that you have used throughout your brief to guide your policy discussion 
and recommendations.

Suggested structure from UNC Writing Center 

https://writingcenter.unc.edu/tips-and-tools/policy-briefs/


Substance & Content tips 

Clearly define the problem & its timeliness / importance 

Stay focused and niche 

Avoid jargon & technical terms when possible 

Use visualizations 

Rely on evidence & data

• Some evidence that policymakers prefer data-centered to story-centered 
arguments

Outline potential solutions 

Include references and links to more detailed findings / information 

https://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/11/12/12562


Visual tips 

To create a visually appealing brief rely on: 

• Bulleted lists 

Graphics and tables

Call outs!

Boxes 
and side 

bars



Break it down

Problem 
definition & 

solution

Background & 
importance

Relevant 
data

Relevant 
data

Links to 
resources

Recap Policy 
Suggestions

Sidebar of quick 
stats / facts



Workshop
1. Define your policy problem 

a. Keep it simple & limited (don’t try to solve a global problem in one go)
b. Consider what level of government will address this problem and how
c. Try to explain it in 2-3 sentences 

2. Why is it important?  
a. Who is impacted?  (Stakeholders?) 
b. Why does it need to be addressed RIGHT NOW
c. What might the social, political, or financial implications / consequences be? 

3. How could government solve this problem?
a. Which level of government should address this problem? Don’t take a federal regulatory problem to the 

CO General Assembly; don’t take a General Assembly problem to city government 

4. What kind of evidence can you use? 
a. Do you know of any data, evidence, or proof that will support your position? 
b. What additional resources or websites could you refer people to if they want to learn more about your 

issue? 



More Resources 
Sample Briefs: 

National Sustainable Agriculture Coalition: Issue Brief on Meat Processing

Belfer Center: Policy Brief on AI and Security Implications 

Harvard Kennedy School: Policy Brief on Automatic Health Insurance Policies 

Clark Fox Institute: Policy Brief on Food Security 

Additional Guides: 

University of Iowa: Guide to Writing Policy Briefs 

UNC Writing Center: Tips & Tools for Policy Briefs 

Get Involved & Hone Skills: 

Fellows Award - Rocky Mountain Farmers Union (rmfu.org)

COFSAC – Colorado Food Systems Advisory Council 

https://sustainableagriculture.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/2021-NSAC-Infrastructure_Training-Funding-Policy-Briefs.pdf
https://www.belfercenter.org/publication/action-ai-unpacking-executive-orders-security-implications-and-road-ahead
https://www.hks.harvard.edu/sites/default/files/Automatic%20Health%20Insurance%20Policies%20Publication_02-03-2022.pdf
https://cpb-us-w2.wpmucdn.com/sites.wustl.edu/dist/1/558/files/2016/12/CFPI_PB-Part2-u6p7n5.pdf
https://iprc.public-health.uiowa.edu/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/CANVA_Writing-Disseminating-Policy-Briefs.pdf
https://writingcenter.unc.edu/tips-and-tools/policy-briefs/
https://rmfu.org/what-we-do/fellows-award/#:~:text=The%20RMFU%20Fellows%20program%20was%20created%20to%20help,agriculture%2C%20farm%20policy%2C%20food%20systems%2C%20cooperation%2C%20and%20advocacy.
https://cofoodsystemscouncil.org/




Intro to the media landscape
And how to pitch them!



Local/statewide media

● Newspapers/digital only
○ The big, obvious ones: Denver Post, Colorado Sun, Coloradoan, The Gazette

○ Still a strong, local newspaper presence statewide: Summit Daily, Aurora 

Sentinel, Colorado Community Media

● Radio
○ Public radio member stations: CPR News, KUNC, Aspen Public Radio

○ Community stations: KGNU

○ Still have a digital presence! 

● TV
○ 9news, Denver7, KOAA, KJCT

○ More centralized, 



National/regional outlets

● Some national publications have local reporters/bureaus
○ Jack Healy w/ NYT, Karin Brulliard with WaPo, AP bureau

● Doesn’t have to be legacy media!
○ High Country News, The Fence Post, High Plains Journal, Outside Magazine



How to choose who to pitch

● Is your story relevant to a news organization’s audience?

● Does an outlet have someone who covers agriculture/climate 

change/etc? 

● Is your story relevant to something happening nationwide?







Stay in touch!





What is one action that you are likely to 
do or do differently as a result of this 

session?



Breakout Two - 10:45am-12:15pm
1. Bringing Policy Down To Earth - What the “Right to Farm” Means in 2023: Contextualizing 

the Right to Farm with Indigenous Food Sovereignty - EAST BREAKOUT
2. Key Factors in Agriculture - Useful Tech that Scales - WEST BREAKOUT
3. OPTION A) Young Leaders - Sourcing your Colorado specialty - CLASSROOM 1 (open to all)

OPTION B) Young Leaders - Collaborating Through Community - SHOW ARENA (open to 
young leaders only)
OPTION C) Young Leaders - How to Navigate Food Waste & Scrappy Cooking - 
CLASSROOM 2

4. Connecting Supply and Demand - WORKSHOP: Developing a Colorado Farm to School 
Road Map: How to Get More Colorado Products into Schools - SHOW ARENA

5. Effective Approaches to Addressing Hunger -Beyond Free Food: Changing the Status Quo 
on Hunger Relief. - AUCTION ARENA
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